Fiero wiring diagram

Avoid shortages and malfunctions when wiring your car's consumer electronics. Fiero Wiring
Diagram from 4. Like any other DIY job, you want to ensure you have the right tools to do the
job. They might include a multimeter, a non-contact voltage metal detector tests the
temperature of wire without touching it and a blend sheath and wire male stripper. Being
equipped with the right tools will help you be prepared for anything throughout the electrical
switch wiring process. Whenever connecting electrical wiring for an outlet, it may be important
to not confuse your wires or force them in the wrong fatal. The black line, on the other hand, is
the hot wire and goes into the hot terminal, the one opposite the neutral terminal. Knowing the
variation between the cables will allow you to wire your home appropriately and avoid the high
voltage of swapping the neutral and hot. You will find wire extensions available if you
conclusion up cutting them short, but the wiring will work better if it is intact. Luckily, there are
extra-large plates available at hardware stores that you can use to cover your switches. They
tend to be only slightly more expensive, but in addition last extended. A good way to tell a
quality switch or outlet is by the reputation of a back-wire feature. Be sure to test the voltage of
wires and brake lines before touching them. Testing electric parts with tools such as a cable
sniffer or a multimeter will tell you if they are safe to touch or if an electrical current is flowing
through them. Electrical work can be a dangerous job, especially when youre unsure as to what
youre doing. Always test before touching. Searching for tutorials how to wire a mild switch is a
great way to learn more about how precisely to obtain. You must be logged in to post a
comment. Facebook Tweet Pin. Have the right tools handy Like any other DIY job, you want to
ensure you have the right tools to do the job. Understand your wires Whenever connecting
electrical wiring for an outlet, it may be important to not confuse your wires or force them in the
wrong fatal. Test the voltage Be sure to test the voltage of wires and brake lines before touching
them. Leave a Comment Cancel reply You must be logged in to post a comment. Viewed:2,
times - 12 hour, 31 minute, 22 second ago Downloaded: 14 times - 3 year, day, 3 hour, 46
minute, 26 second ago Category: Pontiac. Read More. As the fastest growing demand of circuit
and wiring diagram for automotive and electronics on internet based on different uses such as
electronic hobbyists, students, technicians and engineers than we decided to provide free
circuit and wiring diagram base on your needed. To find circuit and wiring diagram now a day
its easy. E-learning through internet as a right place to search an exact circuit and wiring
diagram of your choice and it's much fun and knowledgable. On internet you will find thousands
of electronic circuit diagrams some are very good designed and some are not. So you have to
modify them to make them according to your needs but some circuits are ready to make and
require no changes. There are many types of circuit and wiring diagrams some are very easy to
build and some are very complicated, some are so small and some contain huge list of parts.
We provides free best quality and good designed schematic diagrams our diagrams are free to
use for all electronic hobbyists, students, technicians and engineers. We also provides a full
educational system to students new to electronics. If you are new to electronics you are a
student or a electronic hobbyist and want to increase your knowledge in electronics or want to
understand electronics in a very easy way so this is the right place for you we provide
electronics beginner guide tutorials to easily understand complicated electronic theory. Our
mission is to help students and professionals in their field. Pontiac Fiero Wiring Diagram.
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Pontiac Fiero Wiring Diagram Rating: 2. Related Posts. Wiring Diagrams Of Pontiac Tempest.
Get daily update. Electronic Hub. Recent Views:. Pontiac Fiero Wiring Diagram read more..
Printed Circuits Dielectric Base Materials read more.. This page will outline some general
techniques for creating a wiring harness for an engine conversion. This is a difficult area for me
to explain. It seems like either you know what to do or you don't. If you don't, then this probably
won't help you anyway. Before beginning, you'll need to gather some very important
information:. I have provided schematics for the Fiero and several other popular engine donors
via the links below. You'll need to decide how you will be connecting the wires, and how you
will be insulating each connection. I have also provided some wire splicing suggestions from
GM below. You'll begin by identifying each circuit on the engine harness. Any circuits that will
not be used can be eliminated from the harness. There are some circuits that will or will not be
used depending on the particular application. You will find that most of the wires connect the
various engine sensors to the ECM. Some will connect sensors to the instruments, some will
connect the ECM to the instruments, some will connect the battery to the ECM, some will
connect the battery to the sensors, and some will be grounds. You need to identify all of them
using the diagrams. You will only need two connectors from the Fiero engine harness. They are
the C and C connections. I normally disassemble the Fiero engine harness and cut those
connectors out with as much wire as I can. The pin definitions for these are linked below. You

can arrange the harness any way you wish. In most cases I will completely un-loom and un-tape
the engine harness in order to rearrange the wires. When I have come up with a suitable layout
for the wires, I begin connecting them to what's left of the Fiero harness. In some cases wires
need to be shortened and others extended. When you have finished with the Fiero connectors,
there isn't much left. You may have some wires from the ECM such as heated windshield or
power steering switch. Since these are not used in the Fiero, you'll need to figure out what to do
with them. Many can be left unconnected, but some will need to be connected in some way to
prevent error codes or adverse effects on drivability. All materials on this site are subject to
copyright laws. Content has been posted here with permission of RockCrawl original creator for
reference purposes only. The content was pulled from the Internet Way Back Machine and may
contain minor errors â€” missing images, bad links, etc. Toggle navigation. Engine Conversions
3. General Wiring Info Creating a wiring harness for your new engine This page will outline
some general techniques for creating a wiring harness for an engine conversion. Before
beginning, you'll need to gather some very important information: Wiring schematic for the
Fiero Wiring schematic for the engine donor Tools and materials for making connections I have
provided schematics for the Fiero and several other popular engine donors via the links below.
This is a list of all the connections that are needed to tie into the Fiero electrical system when
doing an engine conversion. This list is to aide in the wiring process. All circuits should be
verified before any connections are made. To the best of my knowledge, all of the info below is
correct. The C connector is clear plastic and located under the center console. The C connector
is next to the battery, half of it is for the tail light harness, the other half for the engine.
Descriptions of each one follows:. All materials on this site are subject to copyright laws.
Content has been posted here with permission of RockCrawl original creator for reference
purposes only. The content was pulled from the Internet Way Back Machine and may contain
minor errors â€” missing images, bad links, etc. Toggle navigation. Engine Conversions 3.
Descriptions of each one follows: Fiero C connector Pos. B Orange Fuel Pump Positive feed for
the fuel pump relay. Positive feed for ECM. Hot in run, bulb test, or start. Hot in run, bulb test, or
start only when brake pedal is NOT depressed. The constant 12 volt supply for the ECM comes
from the rust colored fusible link with a single weatherpack disconnect at the terminal block
near the battery. The Fiero speedometer system works differently than most other GM vehicles.
Click HERE for more info. Fiero C connector I've found that the C connections vary
considerably depending on year. Automatic only B3 Brown Charge Charge indicator light.
Connect to alternator brown wire. C1 Dark Blue Reverse Reverse light switch power feed.
Connect to gear selector switch auto. Fused 10A. C3 White Tach Connect to coil or ign module.
E1 Lt Green Reverse Connect to gear selector switch auto. Note 1 E2 Purple Start Hot in start,
connect to starter. Manual only E3 Pink Ignition Hot in run, bulb test, or start. Power feed for
ignition coil Notes: Cars equipped with four speed manual transaxle use a shifter mounted
reverse switch. Cars with five speed use a transaxle mounted switch. The Fiero uses a separate
module for cruise control. It is located behind the carpet on the drivers side inner kick panel. If
you wish to use the new donor ECM to control the cruise control recommended , you will need
to extend the wires from the original module to the new ECM. VSS input to speedometer. Note 3.
Reverse light switch power feed. Note 1. Notes: Cars equipped with four speed manual
transaxle use a shifter mounted reverse switch. I have noticed recently how many people are
getting into turbocharging the 2. It is my opinion that the stock Fiero ECM is not quite "up to the
task" of controlling a boosted engine so I have recently started looking for newer computers to
do the same job. The Grand Prix 3. These systems are already setup for use with a distributor
plus they have an output for a wastegate solenoid. In a few months I might be trying out this
little experiment on a friend's Fiero and see if it works out but right now I can't think of a reason
why it wouldn't. It is the same as found in the sunbirds as well. They already utilize a 2bar so it
would just need some tweaking. I'm sticking with the for now, but will be swtiching when I drop
in my to be turboed. Grand Am Eldorado 4. No dice for up stuff just yet. I only wish they
supported my 95 Bonneville PCM Of coarse you already emailed me the ones that I needed
some time ago, thanks again. I'm gonna need that soon. Arty: a. FestYboy or Fieroman87 '87 GT
5 spd. Out in the This is gonna come in handy. Coming soon Is there any chance you'd have
diagrams for '89 Cadillac Allante? I have not tried this yet and I don't even know how much work
is involved but, from looking at the diagrams and pinouts, I think it will work and will be worth
the effort. As for the others who are looking for specific diagrams: please list year, make, model,
engine, trans of the vehicle you want the diagram for and I will see what I can do. I will get the
cutty ciera and 89 allante up right away. I am trying to list diagrams that are popular for fiero
engine swaps so let me know if there is anything else you would like posted. Since the list is
getting bigger, I will not be listing any more added diagrams on here but you can check out the
list on my website as it will be updated any time I add a new application. Cooter has made

mention of it a couple of times. I've just recently started experimenting with programming my
own proms and have been eyeing the ecm for future experimentation. Once I manage a better
understanding of my existing system I may venture into that. It is definately the better ecm for
boosted applications. Believe me, it is waaay more complex than the fiero bin. They have a nice
article on how to swap over to a syty ecm. I would really like the pinout for this conversion for
future reference You can and it will work. Right now i"m running a 2. Now, if it only physically
stays together.. Also, would you describe your setup and experience with the so far as
compared to the as set up for boost? I know you've been running it for over a year or so and
seem very pleased with it from what I've read in the archives. Thanks in advance If you want to
post them, I will be glad to send them. I also have imports if anyone needs them. I like Alldata
better, but am stuck with Mitchell. I have the complete Alldata set from on DVD, but when I gave
up the shop and subscription, I had to give back the dongle that plugged into the parallel port,
so now I can not access the DVDs. Gene 87 Notchie 4. Oh, wait These ecms are quite common
believe it or not and since most of the older Quad-4 equipped vehicles have found their way into
the junk yards, I would imagine that finding one of these ecms should be just as easy as calling
your nearest junk yard. Cooter, if you don't mind sharing the modified code, please email it to
me if you don't mind.. YellowArtero is using the stock Fiero 2. Now, the next big question I have
is to those who are already running the ecms is: what mem-cal more importantly, what knock
filter are you using? Scrabblegod, whatever wiring diagrams you wish to contribute I can
probably post them on my website. I only have a limited amount of info on the vehicles. PM me
and we will talk about this further. Stay Tuned!! Click here to visit the Michigan Fiero Club View
all sponsors. Email This Page to Someone! Mar 2nd, Report this Post AM. Darth Fiero posts
Member since Oct IP: Logged. Rickady88GT posts Member since Dec Sourmug posts Member
since Sep Thanks Darth: I for one appreciate the info that you provide. Jncomutt posts Member
since Apr I spoke with a member about using that ecm on my turbo 2. Just added the following
diagrams: Fiero 2. You get a positive from me. Paul Prince posts Member since Dec Posts:
From: Carrollton GA. Registered: Oct Raydar posts Member since Oct Very cool! Flyguyeddy
posts Member since Dec David Breeze. Posts: From: Registered: Jan Report this Post PM. A
"plus" for the contribution. Pyrthian posts Member since Jul Got the cutty and caddi diagrams
up plus some others. Apr 15th, Songman posts Member since Aug X86GT posts Member since
Mar From what I've gleaned from the forum archives I believe TK has already installed a ecm in
Cooter's car. Darth, You probably have this info already but for the rest of the forum, GM used
the ecm on the following vehicles: 87 - 90 2. Cooter posts Member since Jun Cooter, I may be
interested in that as well. FieroMonkey posts Member since Nov Apr 16th, Plus from me! Apr
17th, Sep 6th, Posts: From: Statesville, NC. Registered: Feb Edit Post. Post Reply. Last post by.
Total ratings: Rate this member. PFF System Bot. Rate this member. Total ratings: 58 Rate this
member. Originally posted by Darth Fiero: I have noticed recently how many people are getting
into turbocharging the 2. All times are ET US. This message has been edited by mitchjl22 edited
04 02 Stereo antenna trigger wire stereo amp trigger wire if you know any of the above or any
other missing information please use the comment box below to notify us. Whether your an
expert pontiac fiero mobile electronics installer pontiac fiero fanatic or a novice pontiac fiero
enthusiast with a pontiac fiero a car stereo wiring diagram can save yourself a lot of time. The
following information is currently not available. Audio front speakers size. Listed below is the
vehicle specific wiring diagram for your car alarm remote starter or keyless entry installation
into your pontiac fierothis information outlines the wires location color and polarity to help you
identify the proper connection spots in the vehicle. I just posted one in the thread here for
someone trying to adapt a pontiac montana radio in his fiero. Asked in pontiac fiero pontiac
grand prix. The nissan pathfinder wiring diagram can be obtained from most nissan
dealerships. Wiring diagrams wiring diagrams general motors. Whether youre a novice pontiac
fiero enthu
2001 isuzu rodeo radio wiring diagram
autozone vacuum diagrams
edwards 592 transformer wiring diagram
siast an expert pontiac fiero mobile electronics installer or a pontiac fiero fan with a pontiac
fiero a remote start wiring diagram can save yourself a lot of time. Automotive wiring in a
pontiac fiero vehicles are becoming increasing more difficult to identify due to the installation
of. The automotive wiring harness in a pontiac fiero is becoming increasing more complicated
and more difficult to identify. Mitch fiero wiring diagrams here there do take a long time to
compile and im still working on the folder. This is the complete manual in pdf form. Fiero Fuse
Box Wiring Diagram. Wrg Pontiac Fiero Fuse Diagram. Fiero Engine Diagram Wiring Diagram.
Fiero Engine Diagram Wiring Library. Fiero Fuse Diagram Wiring Diagram Fiero Fuse Box

Wiring Diagrams. The wiring diagram can also be found at most auto parts stores. Share this
post. Newer Post Older Post Home. Iklan Atas Artikel. Iklan Tengah Artikel 1. Iklan Tengah
Artikel 2. Iklan Bawah Artikel. About Contact Privacy Policy Disclaimer.

